Who We Are

network building resilience through
mitigation & adaptation

29 member agencies representing
> 80% of San Diego County

connecting with state through
Alliance of Regional Collaboratives
for Climate Adaptation
What We Do

**SUPPORT** regional efforts working on climate solutions

**COMMUNICATE** about the leadership of San Diego region

**BUILD CAPACITY** through networking, training, and partnerships

---

**ENERGY EFFICIENCY**

**RESILIENT COASTLINES**

**CLIMATE-SMART WATER**
Resilient Coastlines Project

**ASSESS** economic, legal, and policy challenges and solutions

**CONNECT** to regional flood models and policy guidance

**ADVANCE** dialogue on living shorelines for urban communities

**ECONOMIC & LEGAL**

**FLOOD MODELS**

**NATURAL SOLUTIONS**
TRAINING
providing science and policy guidance

DEVELOP BEST PRACTICES
by discussing challenges and solutions

STRENGTHEN PARTNERSHIPS
through regional projects
Lasting Partnerships

REGIONAL government

ACADEMIC institution

BOUNDARY organization

PHILANTHROPIC organization
Needs Assessment - Process

PRACTITIONERS from regional and local agencies

CLIMATE-IMPACT EXPERTS from local research institutions

CROSS-DISCIPLINARY EXPERTS from regional nonprofits and organizations
Needs Assessment - Purpose

IDENTIFY NEEDS including planning & implementation needs

SYNTHESIZE RESOURCES to connect communities with information and funding

ADVANCE INTEGRATION of adaptation, mitigation, and transportation efforts
Serving as a Regional Resilience Hub

**SHARE FINDINGS** through network meetings and communications

**INTEGRATE CLIMATE CHANGE** into regional frameworks

**LINK SAN DIEGO** to statewide and national dialogues

---

**TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE**

**PARTNERSHIPS**

**TRAINING**
Why Collaboration Matters

**REDUCE DUPLICATION**

between planning and implementation efforts

**MULTIPLE BENEFITS FROM ONE ACTION**

by integrating diverse perspectives and priorities

**LEVERAGE INDIVIDUAL EXPERIENCES**

to inform collective action

**BUILDING TRUST**

through meaningful relationships